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Today students are ready to use any mean to save their grades, they consult writing services, they
purchase pre written papers although these both means are unethical but the fact can not be
ignored that they are the most familiar and prevalent trend in studentâ€™s fraternity. This mind set is
growing due to increasing competition and immense responsibilities of students; they are not
concern about academic dishonesty rather to get a well prepared term paper. In pursuing writing
services a student has to be so cautious and concern about his or her own need because he is the
only person who knows what sort of paper should order whether it should be pre written or a highly
customized paper. A person who is familiar with these writing assistance services would definitely
know about pre written essays and articles. These essays are already written by some writers on a
great variety of topics and students can easily access to these prepared papers. They visit the
website of any writing company that sells pre written essays and find a appropriate essay that
covers a suitable topic and buy it. This is the quickest and easiest way instead of conducting a full
fledge writing process. These papers are not too costly but there is a great possibility that any one
else have already presented it as his or her own creation and there is also a chance of plagiarized
work.

Custom writing services hire professional writers to write studentâ€™s strictly instructed papers.
Students are at ease to get highly professional, high quality well written paper that is written
according to all respective requirements and preferences. These services give you the opportunity
to connect with them via 24/7 live support in order to control whole writing process. These custom
papers are too expensive as compare to pre written work because they require more expertise and
dedication. But there is another positive aspect of these services that if a student doesnâ€™t find that
paper according to his recommendations and instruction he can ask for refund, reputable custom
services provide money back guarantee. They deliver the paper on time given by customer but
these facilities are provided by very few reputable services not all are quite responsible and
conscious about these things. They also offer discount packages for their returned and first time
customer. They offer to give free title page, outline or bibliography and uncountable revisions if
customer is not satisfied with the quality or content of paper.

Web is full of writing services and their compelling advertisements, they pretend to be the ultimate
messiah of every academic problem actually they have the kind of expertise but somehow they can
act as facilitator in education activities. Custom papers are better than pre written papers; there are
more risks with the pre written essays because if a student goes with this option he wouldnâ€™t be
certain about the authenticity of content and sources and he or she can not get better grades. If you
are opting for writing services you are supposed to give money in both cases whether you are
ordering custom paper or buying a written paper so always choose the best and beneficial option
that gives you sound results.
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